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Making sense of…
Vendor
consolidation

Wide spectrum
of niche solutions

Different
deployment models

Explosion of new
providers

Treasury management has long been
technology-dependent. Today, thanks
to rapid developments in products and
innovation, there is a new urgency to the
Treasury technology challenge. Automation,
sophisticated analytics and rich data
visualisations are putting powerful new tools
in the hands of Treasury teams.
The Treasury function is moving from routine
reporting to embracing predictive analysis
and fundamental business forecasting.
In many businesses this is already a reality
and the function has become more strategic.
But for most there are still critical choices to be made. How should
a business map out the treasury journey, and what is the chosen
destination? Which of many competing Treasury applications are
relevant to the business? And how should businesses go about
evaluating technology vendors, and implementing their services?
The Deloitte Treasury Technology Market Intelligence report aims to
help companies answer these questions. We outline the principles
of successful future state Treasury technology strategy and design.
We provide a critical review of available technologies and their providers.
We have also created a consolidated and up-to-date view of the real
world Treasury Management System (TMS) market, based on our detailed
engagement with the vendors themselves as its key component.
This is an experience-based review. Deloitte has worked with businesses
worldwide on TMS and Treasury technology enhancement from project
inception to final state delivery. We understand the vendors, their
technologies, and the implementation challenges they bring.

Digital adoption and
development
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We have been there, and we can help.
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Executive summary
The Deloitte Treasury Technology Market
Intelligence report is a market based review of
today’s and tomorrow’s Treasury technologies,
combined with Deloitte’s current thinking
on strategy formation and technology
implementation for the Treasury function.
We see the Treasury technology challenge as
an opportunity to deploy creative solutions that
deliver simple, transparent, and efficient Treasury
processes. Internal and external pressures
are combining to demand both cost reduction
and more financial visibility from the Treasury
function primarily through automation.
To meet these pressures companies need
to conceptualise and plan their Treasury
transformations in three important areas.
Understand the
technology

Understand the
vendor market

Set your strategy
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Understand the technology
Effective technology implementations will
enhance controls, harmonise processes,
centralise and automate data handling, and
extend the reach of Treasury talent.
Evaluation and selection is critical. Deloitte
considers that some digital technology
trends will play a central role in the future
of Treasury system architecture, including
advanced analytics, cloud and Software-asa-Service (SaaS), application programming
interfaces (APIs), machine learning, process
robotics, and visualisation tools.
Other digital technologies are evolving
slower and appear less likely to gain
traction as quickly; such as blockchain
applications and virtual assistants.

Understand the vendor market
Deloitte tracks TMS vendors, their
technology offerings and their
performance. Our data on 8 leading
vendors, covering 14 individual systems,
shows that the market is moving from a
single license model to more client-tailored
systems, with significant differences in the
implementation burden depending on
whether services are embedded on-site or
delivered remotely.
Similarities between vendor offerings are
greater than the differences, although
there are exceptions: functionality on
financial instruments, market data,
valuations and transaction management
differs significantly.
TMS technology vendors are ‘fast followers’;
the market is demand-led with potential for
buyers to shape the offer.

Set your strategy
Implementing new digital technologies
will give Treasury more insight into the
business, and push the function towards
a more strategic role. Such an outcome
can only be achieved in the context of an
explicit technology strategy.
Companies should assign values to the
different elements of new technology
implementations. They should distinguish and
give weight to the strategic benefits intended
for competitive advantage, core functional
benefits intended to achieve best industry
practice, and foundational benefits intended
to standardise operations at low cost.
Companies should make vendor and
technology decisions that ‘best fit’ their
individual businesses. This includes
a vendor that understands your
requirements, has the right deployment
model, can integrate the best resources of
both teams, and provides an application
where the ‘feel and fit’ is in tune with the
existing application landscape.

The Deloitte Method
Deloitte adopts a structured approach to Treasury technology change programmes. The core principles are to identify
priorities and roadblocks early, incorporate collaboration and feedback, then scale fast through accelerated vendor selection
and short deployment sprints.
•• Lengthy and costly business reviews and gap analyses are increasingly irrelevant in the TMS technology market. Deloitte
accelerates selection through targeted review of functional requirements and the desired delivery model, and leveraging
the vendor profiles outlined in this report.
•• The change strategy is business first, technical specification second.
•• Rapid implementation is prioritised with the use of Deloitte accelerators, including Treasury Labs, and pre-configured solutions
where available.
•• Simplification, streamlining and automation are prioritised.
•• Learning is transferable with the aim of building an ‘adopt and go’ process for other parts of the business.
Deloitte is one of the world’s largest professional service Treasury practices, offering expertise across all areas of Treasury strategy
and operations, M&A support, hedging and execution, and technology transformation,. If this survey resonates with any issues that
your company is facing, please contact us. More about the authors of this report and our international contacts are listed on page 31.
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Understand the
technology
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The Treasury technology landscape
Treasury technology should be simple, transparent, and efficient.
These are the three principles that should govern the design,
implementation and operation of a fit-for-purpose Treasury
technology landscape.
The aim is to place the Treasury Management System (TMS) as
the anchor point of the Treasury landscape, with connections
to multiple platforms and data sources embedded in the wider
business. The ideal state is intelligent centralisation: the centre
must depend on the systems that complete the architecture,
with stable and reliable connectivity to make it tick.
At every stage from design and implementation through to
operation, the test of success remains the same: simplicity,
transparency and efficiency.
Focusing on these three principles will allow your team to:
•• Define and maintain a target technology strategy
•• Identify shortfalls and identify the right systems for future
state requirements
•• Maintain a treasury landscape that both integrates day-to-day
tasks throughout the business, and also enables more specific
complex activities
•• Manage systems centrally, providing access and control
throughout the organisation
•• Ensure ease of use, by leveraging standardised activities
across the group
•• Develop an ‘adopt and go’ approach for others
The real world challenge is how to execute this strategy in a
market crowded with vendors and technology solutions.
That is the challenge this report addresses.
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The impact technology can make
The decision to implement or transition to a new TMS represents a significant
operational challenge with strategic business implications. Vendor and technology
selections are critical. The right TMS, and supporting technology, can reduce short
term implementation costs and long term operational costs, allowing Treasury
professionals to focus on being more strategic and acting as a catalyst for change.
A technology-led change project provides an opportunity to reassess the purpose
of the Treasury function and realise its potential to the business. Begin with the end
in mind to deliver both an improvement in current service levels and the ability to
expand in new directions. Before a key is pressed, ruthlessly analyse functional
requirements, end-to-end processes and the insights that the business needs.
But there is no silver bullet. Selecting and
implementing the right mix of Treasury technology
solutions within an established timeline and budget
is difficult and requires care. Clear vision from day
one and access to dedicated resources who can take
time away from their normal day jobs are essential.
Getting it right will echo right through the
organisation. Benefits include:

Selecting and implementing the
right mix of Treasury technology
solutions within an established
timeline and budget is difficult
and requires care

•• Increased accessibility, transparency and visibility
of bank accounts, cash flows and financial
exposures
•• Enhanced controls and segregation of duties
throughout the global Treasury organisation
•• Harmonised and standardised processes across
regions
•• Extending the reach and impact of Treasury talent
•• Centralised operational and transactional
Treasury data
•• Automation and cost reduction for a large share
of Treasury processes
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A complex landscape where pressures
and opportunities are constantly
adapting over time
Pressures
Not keeping up-to-date in some areas can increase business risk or mean becoming non-compliant or non-competitive
Digital technologies

Cyber security

Two groups exist. Advanced analytics, process robotics and
visualisation are more accessible. Disruptive technologies
such as Distributed Ledgers and Virtual Assistants remain in
development and on the horizon...for now.

A system breach or technology failure can result in financial
loss, disruption or damage to corporate reputation. It is a
first order business risk.

Regulations

End-to-end solutions

Ever-changing regulations continue to impact business
reporting requirements across sectors, especially those
using complex financial Instruments.

The need for more repeatable and complementary services
including improved integration through pre-configured APIs
with major banks, ERPs and other applications.

Opportunities
Whereas other areas offer the promise of competitive and cost advantage with a fast return on investment
Cash & payments

Bank communication

Vendors are managing payment formats better, have improved
security, fraud detection and connectivity, enabling more
centralisation, control and greater visibility of cash.

New tools providing out of the box connectivity and the
development of comprehensive APIs promise quick, efficient
and automated bank communication.

Financial risks

Automation

Companies are managing financial risks differently, and
vendors have responded with more robust measurement
and modeling functionality including Cash Flow at Risk and
improved Scenario Analysis capabilities.

These tools are becoming more common and are delivering
reduced costs, higher processing speed and improved accuracy
for high-volume, repeatable tasks, by avoiding human
error and fatigue.

Scalability

S/4HANA Transition

Systems can provide better, more centralised controls
that can be rolled out easily with the flexibility to adapt to
changing business needs.

Enterprises are migrating their ERPs to the new SAP S/4HANA
digital core, offering upgraded Treasury functionality, and
new options for integrated landscapes.
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Digital is no longer just “the future”
The adoption of digital technologies by corporate Treasury organisations, financial
institutions and technology vendors is accelerating. Digital technology adoption is
enabling the Treasury function to evolve: it is becoming a data-consumer, but also an
insights-producer for the rest of the organisation – in finance and beyond.
But not all technology is equal.
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We see two categories of digital technology with implications for
Treasury operations. The first group are more attainable, with
application solutions moving from innovation through to proof
of concept. These include advanced analytics that process and
synthesise data from diverse sources, cloud applications and
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), machine learning and in-memory
computing, process robotics, and data visualisation.
These technologies have clear use cases in corporate Treasury,
an attainable business case and crucially there are available
technology vendors in the market. For example, our clients have
used process robotics and data visualisation tools to improve their
understanding of cash across the business. Machine learning tools
have been layered on the top of data to produce continuously
improving forecasts and data clusters.
The second group of digital technologies are characterised by
their lack of immediate applications to corporate Treasury, a lag
in adoption rates, or an absence of a diverse technology vendor
population. We consider that APIs, blockchain or ‘distributed
ledger’ technologies, and virtual assistants are within this group of
technologies.

Digital technologies
Common enablers
Cloud

Process robotics

Data visualisation

Advanced analytics

Machine learning

In memory computing

‘Maybe’ technologies
Blockchain

These are the ‘maybe’ technologies that are either not yet quite
ready for prime time, in the process of scaling, or are solutions in
search of a problem.
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Understand the
vendor market
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The market
We aim to identify a clear cross section
of the market to provide an overview
of key vendors available for Treasury
teams.
Over the following pages we have prepared a concise overview of current key
trends for technology buyers to consider. We include the key attributes for
each platform, the range of delivery models and where vendors are investing
to adapt and develop their products and services.
We have surveyed 8 leading vendors, covering 14 individual systems, based
on the Treasury Management Systems that we observe most often at our
clients.
Our analysis is based on a 600 question standard RFP, covering areas that we
identified as core technology for Corporate Treasury teams as well as their
adoption of digital trends in the market. We have used this information to
graph and analyse the coverage of each, and provided summary data on the
level of coverage the individual platforms provide.
Dedicated Treasury Management System

With their cooperation, we have consolidated this information
into a review, focused on both individual vendors and market
wide analysis.
Individual Vendors
•• How they are sold,
maintained, and delivered
•• Average implementation
time
•• Investment strategies
in digital trends and
technologies.
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Market analysis
•• Responses to corporate
Treasury TMS RFPs
•• Similarities in requirements
coverage (e.g. with a focus
on “how” instead of “can”
the vendor deliver the
functionality)
•• Identifying divergences,
to show where corporates
should ignore the look and
feel and focus solely on
ensuring their needs are met
•• Market averages in digital
trends and where we see the
market heading.
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Analysing the market
Vendors offer a variety of services and
functionalities, typically provided using
one (or more) of the same three delivery
models.
Single tenant solutions are configurable
and functionality can be developed
specifically for the client. These can be
installed and maintained on client servers,
or privately hosted on either a client or
vendor cloud. Multi-tenant solutions
have pre-configured functionality and are
hosted and maintained on the vendors’
own cloud environment where every client
runs a version of the same software.

FIS Quantum

ION City Financials

ION IT2

FIS Integrity

ION ITS

GTreasury

ION Openlink

Kyriba

BELLIN

ION Wallstreet Suite

ION Reval

Salmon Software

SaaS is a term given to any environment
that is typically hosted by the vendor,
with various options for maintenance
and support.

Titan

TreasuryXpress
Delivery model

Regardless of how it is sold/delivered,
a key decision on which system to select
is the “time to go live”. Having a realistic
expectation of how long the deployment
will take allows the buyer to allocate
resources accordingly. There are also large
differences for deployment times between
single tenant and multi-tenant systems,
depending on the extent of software
development.
As multi-tenant and SaaS models are
developing in functionality they are
becoming more accessible, cost effective
and comparable to the configurability of
an on-premise solution. While this seems
attractive, it must be assessed against the
complexity of services that the Treasury
function must perform. One size does not
fit all.
However, we expect corporates to benefit
from faster implementation times of
similar platforms as competition and
client requirements drive improvement.
SaaS service offerings are expanding
their capabilities rapidly to become more
comparable to on-premise solutions.

On-premise or private
single tenant

SaaS single tenant

SaaS multi-tenant

BELLIN
FIS Integrity
FIS Quantum
GTreasury
Kyriba
ION City Financials
ION IT2
ION ITS
ION Openlink
ION Reval
ION Wallstreet Suite
Salmon Software
Titan
TreasuryXpress

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Average deployment time in months
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Many vendors are moving towards more
frequent upgrades, providing continual
incremental change. Not keeping up to date
can lead to support issues.

Type of
platform
upgrade

Automated

There are two primary types of updates.
Automatic and Manual. Multi-tenant
solutions are updated automatically to
maintain a common environment for
everyone. On-premise and single tenant
solutions offer optionality in how and when
a client upgrades.

TreasuryXpress

“Project”-like

•• Multi-tenant SaaS; and

GTreasury

FIS Integrity

ION Reval

Titan

Kyriba

Salmon
Software

For ease, we will group our platforms into
2 types for the analysis that follows:
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BELLIN

ION ITS

FIS Quantum

ION City
Financials

ION
Wallstreet Suite

ION Openlink

ION IT2

•• Single tenant (including on-premise
and cloud/SaaS).

trend of
upgrade frequency
Monthly

Quarterly

Semi-annually

Annually

Frequency
of major
platform
upgrades

First we reviewed the functionality of the vendor systems. Based on vendor responses, both platform types cover functionality in a
similar degree across all relevant Treasury activities. With the exception of three functional areas, at least one vendor covers 100% of
business capabilities straight out of the box. However, in the case of financial instruments, market data & valuations and transaction
management, no multi-tenant or SaaS solution covered the business requirements to its full extent.
1.0

Level of coverage, %

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
Financial
Instruments

Daily
Treasury
Interfaces
Market
Reporting
Treasury
IFRS 7 –
Liquidity
Payments
& STP
Data & Valuations
Capabilities
Accounting
Disclosure
Planning
Community
reporting
Transaction
Cash
Bank Account
Liquidity
Financial Risk
Master
IFRS 9 – Hedge
Management
Management
Management
Planning
Management
Data
Accounting
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Multi-tenant SaaS average

Single tenant (on-premise & cloud) average

Multi-tenant SaaS max.

Single tenant (on-premise & cloud) max.

Set your
strategy
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While the average functionalities between the two deployment models are very similar, we have identified the potential for large
differences within some functional requirements.
1.0

Level of coverage, %

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
Financial
Instruments

Daily Liquidity
Planning

Transaction
Management

Multi-tenant SaaS average

Single-tenant (on-premise & cloud) average

Multi-tenant SaaS min.

Single-tenant (on-premise & cloud) min.

1.0

0.8
Level of coverage, %

transitioning from additive
to predictive cash flows

Cash
Management

Bank
Market
Reporting
Treasury
IFRS 7 –
Data &
Capabilities
Accounting
Disclosure
Account
Management
Valuations
reporting
IFRS 9 –
Master
Treasury
Interfaces
Financial
Hedge Accounting
Data
& STP
Risk
Payments
Community
Management

We found that in five instances the difference between the minimum functional coverage exceeds 10% across both groups, and
exceeded 30% twice.

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

Key diﬀerentiators

Spotlight on
cash forecasting:

Liquidity
Planning

Cash Management

In house bank capabilities
vary across platforms, and
may be provided at
additional cost

Multi-tenant SaaS min

Liquidity Planning

Treasury Payments

Bank Account Management

IFRS 9 – Hedge Accounting

On-premise systems may
not provide the out of box
ﬂexibility of multi tenant
SaaS platforms – additional
costs may be required

Sometimes separated from
an on premise TMS and
provided through 3rd party
partners or additional
software

We have identiﬁed
systematic diﬀerences on
the capabilities of the two
system types

Outlier: one multi tenant
SaaS vendor only
provides this functionality
at a cost through
additional customisations

Single-tenant (on-premise & cloud) min
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0.45

0.84
0.91

How the market is adapting

If clients
articulate a
business need,
vendors will
follow

Process robotics

API

Advanced Analytics

0.8
0.6
0.4

In-memory
computing

Machine
Learning

0.2

Chat Bot

Distributed
Ledger (Blockchain)

Cloud Computing & SaaS

The Digital chart shows a market average
of where vendors are concentrating
development energy. Values at the edge of
the chart indicate technology development
that is already common across the industry,
while zero values indicate that vendors
are not yet considering. Responses within
these extremes show the intermediate
range of interest and development.
The chart is not an indication of what
should be, but what is. It shows the market
perception of technology potentials –
technologies that have the potential to
disrupt the market. TMS vendors are
typically ‘fast-followers’ – they build services
based on identifiable market gaps.
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Visualisation

This is a market that is demand-led.
Clients, not vendors, are in the driving
seat. This means that clients should push
their vendors in directions they choose:
if clients articulate a business need,
vendors will follow.

Cash forecasting is one area
of Treasury Management that
is open to transformation
through advanced
analytics, machine learning
and visualisation. These
technologies will shift cash
forecasting from a historical
data additive model to a futureoriented predictive model.

The objective of the spotlight on cash forecasting is slightly different to the
TMS section. We found that the surveyed solutions provide a similar level
of
0.88
functionality, but also that all vendors are actively embedding digital
0.40
technologies in their solution offering. The adaptability
of these solutions
0.56
to use new trends in technology allow them to connect to the
source systems
and create integrated data sets, presented in a digestible
manner, without the
0.52
need for a new database.

The cash forecasting process consists of adding and subtracting
different cash flows within a given tolerance threshold. It typically
involves Treasury cash flows, with either operational accounts
payable and accounts receivable transactional data or data within
the budget context.

In the case of advanced analytics all vendors surveyed
have released to production environments out of the
box advanced analytics capabilities. The application
of these data services allows the system to process 0.88
large
volumes of data to uncover difficult to observe trends.

In most cases the forecast process does not involve advanced
statistical modeling which predicts, rather than calculates, future
cash flows. Very few corporate Treasury departments programme
these models such that they improve throughout time, with or
without the assistance of a Treasury Data Analyst. Self improving
models can be considered to be unsupervised machine learning
systems, whereas most cash forecasting applications are focused
on supervised machine learning techniques.

Treasury teams can leverage
0.56
specialised cash forecasting
systems to improve the accuracy
0.52
of their forecasts and access
more advanced digital technology
trends within a ring-fenced and self
contained environment.

Current Treasury Management Systems are designed to hold a
narrow range of data, and often not designed to receive enterprisewide information at the transactional level. The result is that users
can frequently end up trying to force their systems to do too much.
This creates a burden on both the processing capabilities of the
system and results in software that is complex and difficult to
maintain.
Specialist vendors can help solve these problems and raise the
cash forecasting game. Instead of centralising data, vendors sit
in the middle of the landscape, pulling data from a number of
business-wide resources including TMS, Enterprise Resource
Planning systems, payments applications, and other niche systems.
The specialised cash forecasting architecture is based on providing
a centralised integration of the relevant data without the need to
channel through a re-purposed system.

Advanced analytics

Machine learning capabilities

0.95

1

0.45

0.60
0.84

1

0.91

0.86
Machine learning investments have a higher concentration
in supervised learning – which increases the accuracy of
algorithms throughout time with the assistance of Treasury
Data Scientists.

0.40

The updated digital chart shows
how the use of complementary
0.60
tools can increase the availability
of digital technology. The blue line
shows the availability of digital tools
in treasury management systems.
The green line shows how adding
a complementary cash forecasting
system increases the availability of
these technologies.
Implementing additional tools can
increase an individual client’s digital
footprint further, allowing companies
to improve the information available
to them and adopt trends quicker.

Process robotics

API

Advanced Analytics

0.8
0.6
0.4

1
In-memory
computing

Machine
Learning

0.2

1
0.86

Chat Bot

Distributed
Ledger (Blockchain)

Cloud Computing & SaaS

Visualisation
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Set your
strategy
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Tomorrow’s Treasury:
From knowledge to power
Leveraging digital technologies will change the role and reach of corporate Treasury
functions. They will own more data, in better visualisations, with faster throughput,
and more visibility into the future. Treasury will be empowered with more insight into
the direction of the business, more time to formulate strategic responses, and an
increasingly central role in long-term decision-making.
Leveraging digital technologies

Treasury talent should be allocated to drive insights
Transaction
operations

Transaction
management

Transaction
execution

Data management

Transaction
reporting and accounting

Advanced analytics and machine learning

Transaction
insights
Visualisation

Bank
platform

Other niche
systems
ERP

Transaction
analysis

TMS
Trading
platform

Market
data
Big
data

TMS

ERP

Finance
data lake

Analytics
engine

Visualisation
engine

This is how investing
today for tomorrow‘s
Treasury can look

Some of these enabling technologies are still in development: most
corporates and most vendors are still in the process of raising
their artificial intelligence game, and pushing technologies from the
‘weak AI’ generation of reactive applications to the coming ‘strong
AI’ applications that are autonomous and self-learning. But some
enabling technologies exist today, and are gaining market traction:
•• SaaS is already in widespread use, and increasing; cloud
computing is bringing massive distributed computing power
within the reach of small as well as larger businesses
•• Big data and advanced analytics are able to provide enterprise
wide Financial Planning and Analysis support, including stress
test simulations, exposure management and cash forecasting
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•• Automation of routine and complex processes is already within
easy reach, allowing managed end-to-end process with “lights
out activities”
•• Visualisation and analytics are able to pull disparate data from
across the organisation, and beyond, to provide insights and
detail on an enterprise level
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Keys to success
Implementing a new TMS provides an opportunity for structured change.
Buyers should resist the urge to tailor their new system to existing inefficient
processes. This can complicate the design and deployment of the tool,
and negatively impact the expected benefits.

Companies should assign values to the different elements of
new technology implementations. They should distinguish and
weight strategic benefits intended for competitive advantage, core
functional benefits intended to achieve best industry practice,
and foundational benefits intended to standardise operations at
low cost. The illustration denotes the typical portions of functional
requirements that can be fit into each category.
This creates a simplified approach to system design which allows
clients to modify their new tools where absolutely necessary
and “adapt and go” where it is not. In doing so, clients can clearly
identify and accelerate high priority features, and rely on vendors
for their plug and play capabilities.

Technology application management
Competitive
advantage

High
strategic
importance

Low
strategic
importance

No
strategic
value

Strategic
(20%)

“Core”
leading practice
(30% - 40%)

“Foundational”
non diﬀerentiating
(40% - 50%)

• Designed to be Best in Class
• Creates/maintains
competitive advantage

• Adopt industry practices
to stay “on par” with the
competition
• Leverage pre-conﬁgured
solutions, but selectively
enhance for value

• Adapt to the
solution you
have chosen
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How to get there
Having the right TMS means implementing a solution that “best fits” the business
and technical requirements and flexibly accommodates future growth and business
changes. We find that businesses base technology investment decisions on some of
the key areas identified below:
The optimal Treasury system

Deployment model
Vendors deliver their systems in a
variety of formats. To ﬁnd the right
ﬁt, Treasury and technology can
agree a specialised support model
that leverages each team’s expertise
based on:
• An oﬀ-site TMS (commonly SaaS),
resulting in decreased local
requirements
• An on-site TMS, which results in
increased local requirements

Requirements
Correctly identifying your current
and future requirements are key to
your success. The right vendor
should provide the direct
operational support your team
needs, and enable future growth

24

Your optimal
Treasury system

Availability of resources
Commonly overlooked during selection, but
critical to both implementing and maintaining
your target solution. It is vital to be both open
and honest with the vendor, as well as insisting
that they provide realistic information on
their team’s availability to deliver in the
timeline required

Look, feel, and ﬁt
The qualitative side of system
assessment is just as important
as the technical functionality.
The right vendor will:
• Replicate a similar look and feel
to your existing landscape
• Work with you as a true business
partner instead of a vendor

Cost vs Priority
Cost is always a core consideration.
Also, understanding the priority that
your account has to each vendor
should also be considered for a
balanced view of price and support
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The Deloitte
method
25
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Enabling client technology initiatives
Investment in Treasury technology is potentially costly, and increasingly likely to be
mission critical. Success begins with a structured implementation and development
strategy. The Deloitte approach is based on the following tested building blocks:
•• Identify and accelerate high priority features
•• Identify issues and change impacts early
•• Enhance and encourage team collaboration

Supporting your team…
We work alongside you supporting combinations of a
traditional waterfall approach and agile team management:

•• Maintain as much transparency and feedback as possible

•• We use a Treasury Lab approach to identify, articulate, and
agree your requirements

•• Focus on shorter development sprints, with targeted
functionality that allows the team to see the solution earlier and
develop prototypes when needed.

•• We plan and manage deployments with a defined scope and
timeline

At Deloitte we prefer to be involved early to work alongside your
change programme. The beginning is where things go right or
wrong, and our global network draws on deep experience of real
world client cases. We have been there before.
We base our change strategy on a business first, technical
specifications second methodology. This allows clients to:
•• Align processes and business goals with technology
•• Develop the business case for transformation
•• Simplify data architecture, streamline data-based transactions
and automate processes

•• We manage project work both in sprints and a traditional
work plan
•• We demonstrate solutions early and often to the business
users.
…using a sample of our tools
We also leverage a number of tools that provide clients with:
•• Efficient requirement gathering
•• Streamlined selection and RFP processes
•• Rapid implementation methodology

•• Make information more transparent

•• Preconfigured solutions where available

•• Deploy analytics to transform data into actionable insights.

•• A clear focus on strategic processes, with an “adopt and go”
process for others.
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The business case for change
A business case should be a living document that evolves alongside the project it
supports. It has to be all about business benefits. If it is about keeping a sponsor
happy, or just a bureaucratic box to be ticked, it will do more harm than good.
But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Our aim is to help clients dramatically reduce these invisible costs
by shrinking and focusing the selection process using our market
analysis and insight. Our market tracking and continuous vendor
profiling breaks the cycle of over investment in selection.
Invisible costs
£
Where investment begins

Where the business case
accounts for investment related
to technology change

0

Selection costs
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d ren
pa c
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rio t
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We don’t recommend that course: it is impossible to know in
advance which benefits will sway decision-makers who will often
act on intangible as much as tangible factors. You may think you
have an airtight business case, based on hard benefits, but your
sponsors may not agree. Always include qualitative benefits as a
potential deal clincher.

Investment costs

One of the most common business case problems is quantifying
the softer benefits, such as improved controls. When you have
hard numbers on your side, you may be tempted to leave out the
soft benefits from the discussion altogether.

The invisible costs
The reverse of intangible benefits is ‘invisible costs’.
Many corporate Treasurers begin to account for investment
from the selection of a new TMS onwards, but neglect the costs
prior to selection. We find that clients can spend an average of
4-6 months on selection – with 6-8 employees involved on a part
time basis, that typically results in costs of anywhere between
£50-120k before a focused investment case is presented for
approval.

Total Costs/Savings

Business benefits may be quantitative, or qualitative, or both.
They might range through reduced hardware and license costs,
and headcount reduction, through to increased productivity
through process improvement, improved reporting accuracy and
better formulated strategic advice.

Proﬁt t

Return on investment
begins
Variance in scope, time,
and delivery
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Accelerated vendor selection
The standard approach to vendor selection in Treasury and other functions is to
engage in an exhaustive current business review, with gap analysis and future state
forecasting. Frequently this takes too long, costs too much, and may not produce the
desired outcome. So Deloitte approaches system selections differently.
Vendor selection
Long list

Short list

Demos

Selection

Accelerate these phases to save time
Business
requirement
assessment

RFP
production

Vendor
scanning

Vendor
evaluation

Contracting

Budget is spent on design and implementation

The Deloitte approach reflects the fact that the requirements for
identification of a potential system vendor have changed.
As demonstrated in the previous pages, the functional capabilities
of many systems are very similar (and the differences are
decreasing by the day). As a result, Treasury teams can be less
focused on the core functionality within the to-be TMS, and instead
focus on finding the right vendor partner, one that has the right
credentials to deliver what is unique about their business.
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We help short list vendors quickly and focus your team on the
systems that fit your business needs. Our analysis is based on
a targeted review of the high level functional requirements, the
desired delivery model and your configurability needs. It also
considers the vendor’s experience in delivering these requirements
and their ability to maintain the new tool. This strategy allows
your team to achieve a quick efficient selection and dedicate your
resources where it counts: the design and implementation of
your new system.
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Pulling it together
The Deloitte approach uses focused workshops with Deloitte experts and key client
stakeholders to review the “as-is” and the “to-be” environment. Our analysis is based
on three core principles.
Our teams know the vendors and their products.
We work with clients to help understand the pros and
cons of different approaches, but also what we see
across your industry. Deloitte is able to quickly sort
through the available options and find the right options
for you to decide from.

The Deloitte approach
Knowing the vendors

Dedicated Treasury Management System

We use our Treasury Lab to identify your future
Treasury technology strategy, evaluate the differences
between your options, and accelerate the traditional
RFP process. A Lab is a facilitated experience designed
to engage participants in a series of activities and
conversations focused on meeting clear, strategic
objectives. We combine our technical knowledge with
our Treasury strategy & operations experts to align on
key priorities and co-create a deliverable vision for the
future of Treasury at our clients.

Our Treasury Lab

Creating a shared view on the target role of Treasury and the
technology required to enable it
In partnership with Finance leadership, key Treasury team members,
IT and other key stakeholders
Led by experienced facilitators and functional SMEs

Making your decision quickly
Deloitte combines the information from our Lab
outputs to help you make an informed decision quickly,
based on information you can trust. Our tools and
methodologies allow you to compare your business
requirements with vendor strengths and capabilities in
detail, without the jargon.
Combined with our experience of what we have seen and
how we have helped others reach their goals, this delivers
added value and assurance for your business case.

96.9%

Vendor 1
Vendor 2
Vendor 3
Vendor 4

93.7%
87.4%
86.5%
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Who we are and what we offer
With its international footprint, Deloitte Treasury is a global leader with a focus on
Treasury transformation and implementation.
Laser focus on lifetime events: Treasury transformations, Treasury
technology, M&A transactions, financial distress/volatility impacts.

Global Coverage >400 Professionals
EMEA
Over 160 Treasury
professionals in 9 countries

Intimate knowledge of treasury needs: global liquidity &
repatriation, financial risk including FX and interest rate, Treasury
operational excellence, regulatory considerations, accounting
requirements and technology enablement.
Our people include industry veterans and experienced Treasury
consultants, working closely with related functions such as
international tax, HR and finance transformation teams to deliver
seamless solutions.
Experienced in integrating and connecting treasury technologies,
working with vendors and our own specialist implementation teams
to deliver solutions across Treasury Management System and SAP
Treasury S/4HANA landscapes.
Continually making significant investments in methodologies
and tools from real world industry and transaction experience.

Americas
Over 140
Treasury
professionals

Asia Pacific
Over 100 Treasury
professionals in
6 countries

Our Global Treasury Advisory Services practice is based on a foundation of core
solutions. We blend these propositions to provide a comprehensive offer to our clients
and offer you perspectives that may not have been previously considered.
•• Due diligence analysis and
buy/sell side support
•• M&A strategy, play-book
and due diligence
•• Post-merger integration
•• Day 1 readiness

•• Event-driven (debt issuance and M&A)
hedging advisory
•• Operational hedging advisory
•• IR/FX derivatives execution

•• Optimising tax structures
•• Accounting solutions
•• Compliance, governance and controls
•• Regulation
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M&A and
Post Merger
Integration

Hedging
Advisory &
Derivatives
Execution

Tax &
Assurance

Strategy &
Operations

Technology
& Digital
Transformation

Corporate
Debt Advisory

•• Bank strategy and rationalisation
•• Cash, working capital & liquidity
strategies
•• Operating model transformations
•• FX and risk management strategies
•• TMS/ERP design and integration
•• Vendor alliances and certifications
•• SAP Treasury S/4HANA
•• Payments and bank connectivity
•• Digital strategies and innovation
•• Defining debt strategy and optimal
capital structure
•• Refinancing existing debt facilities
•• Raising acquisition finance
•• Entering new debt markets
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